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Five little leprechauns dressed in green
They’re the funniest men I’ve ever seen
The 1st one has a big gold ring
The 2nd one has a song to sing
The 3rd one wears a funny wig
The 4th one likes to dance a jig
The 5th one nods his head to say,
“We wish you a happy St. Patrick’s Day”
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March Greetings to One and All 
What a wonderful winter we have had here. Some snow and lots of rain; love it, love it! Pretty
soon we will all be busy out in our gardens and yards; growing things. Speaking of growing things,
just an FYI, Country Girls Nursery will be reopening again March 12th.
Here at Aunt Judy’s Attic, we carry a great selection of fabrics and notions. And if you can’t get
by the store to drool in person, remember we have a website, AuntJudysAtticNM.com, where you can
drool in the privacy of your own home. Hope everyone has a
super month.

Focus Fabrics For March

Bright bold colors of I Dream of Poppy by
Timeless Treasures and the really beautiful
London Fog by Island Batik are our two focus
fabrics this month.

National Celery Month
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The theme for Row by Row Experience 2019 is
Our row will feature the Chili Ristra by Paco Rich
Begins June 21st 2019, ends October 31st!

Sewing Tip: When you have to rip out a seam that wasn’t quite right, rip every 5th stitch or so on the top and
then pull out the bobbin thread. A lint roller or masking tape will make cleaning off the little threads a breeze.

Corina Valles has been busy with a Patriotic Quilt and this fun Wild Animals print.
Claudia Toenies with samplers featuring
different stars and houses (turn your head
to see the houses in the corners)

According to Paco, her mother, Brenda Richardson
does not know how to make a small quilt. This one
is about the size of an 8-man tent!

Ann Delfin whipped up this
very Big and Bright Bargello

Another Camping Quilt and the
finished Mystery Quilt from Sue Brack.

Big and Bright seems to be the adjectives
for Bargellos. Here Dona Topmiller gives
Turquoise some new interest.

It was a
big day for
Quilts of Valor
Sandy Shelley shows
off the two she
finished since the QOV
Sew Days in February.

Jude Casco has been known to make other
kinds of quilts, but when there are Vets waiting
in the wings to receive a Quilt of Valor, she has
to step up with a few more.

Sue Brack has also been making the
2019 QOV Stars for the Guild Quilt

Bonnie Davis used the 2019 QOV Stars
For this beautiful quilt.

Bonnie also used one of Jude’s
great QOV kits to mate the big
Stars and Bars quilt.

